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NEW QUESTION: 2
Users have been reporting that their wireless access point is
not functioning. They state that it allows slow connections to
the internet, but does not provide access to the internal
network. The user provides the SSID and the technician logs
into the company's access point and finds no issues. Which of
the following should the technician do?
A. Change the access point from WPA2 to WEP to determine if the
encryption is too strong
B. Check the MAC address of the AP to which the users are
connecting to determine if it is an imposter
C. Clear all access logs from the AP to provide an up-to-date
access list of connected users
D. Reconfigure the access point so that it is blocking all
inbound and outbound traffic as a troubleshooting gap
Answer: B
Explanation:
Topic 5, Volume E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are designing a Windows Azure application.
The application contains one web role and three worker roles.
You need to recommend an approach for updating only one role
without interrupting the other roles.
What should you recommend?
A. Perform a VIP swap.
B. Delete the current deployment and then redeploy the
application.
C. Perform an in-place upgrade.
D. Copy the cloud package to blob storage and then restart the
service.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
A campus LAN solution consists of HP Provision ASIC switches at
the core and edge. Routing is implemented at the core. What is
one common design principal for such a solution?
A. Implement Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) on edge to
core links for better utilization of redundant links'
bandwidth.
B. Avoid user-based VLAN assignments unless absolutely
necessary.
C. Enable nonstop switching on edge switches to offload some
processing from the core and improve performance.
D. Create a different VLAN for each type of user or device on
each different edge switch.
Answer: A
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